While humans are working harder than ever to drive technological discovery, sociologists would argue that, in turn, these advances in technology are changing what it means to be human. With the release of its second edition, *Gender Circuits* discusses the sociological impact of changing technology on sex, gender, and society in an instructive and relatable manner. Written for the average undergraduate, Shapiro's work is easily accessible and relatively free of jargon, with all key concepts clearly defined. The reader is given numerous examples, including first-hand stories and historical accounts that relate sociological ideology to the reader in a personable manner.

The first chapter begins with a reference to the film *Kinky Boots*, using the story of Lola, a drag queen who pioneers high heeled shoes designed for male bodies, to illustrate that new technologies have shaped how gender is perceived, and in turn redefining gender necessitates innovation. The author then steps back to provide a historical background of technology and gender from a social perspective. Later chapters discuss how information technologies allow exploration of gender and identity in today's digital world and how biomedical technologies allow individuals to modify their physical bodies in new ways.

Mixed in with the broader chapters are individual case studies that provide in depth analysis of specific areas where technology and gender interplay. These alternate chapters discuss varied topics such as the relationship between tattooing and masculinity or bloomers and the nineteenth century woman, allowing the reader to apply concepts learned in the main chapters to novel scenarios.

Overall, *Gender Circuits* is a pleasure to read, the text manages to be informative without coming across as overly didactic, owing to the plethora of examples and stories provided by the author. Rather ironically, several updated cases of information technologies added to the second edition, such as MySpace and Second Life, would likely be considered outdated by today's average undergraduate. Instead of detracting from the work, this fact could be used to begin a discussion about new technologies that have shaped and been shaped by modern society.
